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FARMINGTON — For Ogden sixth-grader Conrad Wait, Utah State University Physics Day at
Lagoon was a family a��air.

His dad cheered from below as Wait dropped an egg, which he had carefully packed between
Styrofoam and cotton, onto a large plastic target 35-feet below him. The family dog, Harlie, even
played a role in the festivities by holding Wait’s place in line for the traditional Sky Ride egg-drop
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competition.

All were present to witness the young man’s entry hit near the bull’s-eye of the target and the
sheltered egg survive impact.

Wait was one of 8,000 student scientists who braved the wind and rain to participate in the 26th
annual Physics Day at Lagoon on Friday. With a schedule full of competitions and activities,
physics day is held each year in an e��ort to get students excited about science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM).

The egg-drop competition, in which 600 high school, junior high and elementary students
competed, is just one of a handful of activities geared toward helping students apply the
principles of physics.

Competitive activities are more than just physics games as several high-stakes prizes are
o��ered to winners. According to USU Physics Professor JR Dennison, contests were sponsored
by 26 organizations and a total of $50,000 in prizes were on the winning table.
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Dennison has overseen physics day since its inception and is excited about how many students
participate from year to year.

“We are geeks and physicists and we are passionate about what we do,” he said. “It’s fun to see
kids get so excited about it. For them, just seeing there’s 8,000 other people who also think
physics isn’t the ‘dumbest thing ever’ makes a di��erence.”

The creative side of physics was illustrated by the participants of the Ride Design competition,
as small-scale roller coasters were created from materials such as rainbow cardstock, hot glue
and popsicle sticks, pipe cleaners and styrofoam pool noodles. One of the most impressive
designs was created by Syracuse High seniors Zachary Hunzeker and Bracken Phelps, a K’Nex
contraption they named “Zah Kraken”.

“We started on it in February,” Hunzeker said of the ride design, a frightening coaster with
similarities to Lagoon’s new “Cannibal” ride set to open later this season.

Hunzeker and Phelps said they worked on the project every other week while at school. To
prevent other students from playing with it, faculty kept the project behind a locked door.

The pair shied away when asked if they would ride the coaster in real life.

“I might, but I don’t know what would happen if this ride was actually built,” Hunzeker said,
referring to the the inverted twist they put in their design.

A new element of physics day included the opportunity for students to measure g-force while
wearing a battery-operated, wireless accelerometer device on The Rocket.

“We attach it to a safety harness,” said Kevin Cocco, the chief technology o�cer at Ardusat, the
creator of the device. “A student will wear this on the ride. When they get back, they can see the
maximum g-force generated by their ride. The same codes we are using can be shot into space.
The students are almost acting as satellites.”

Under the pavilions on the east side of the park, robot ��ghts were held with Sumo-robots
elementary students had built from Legos.

“Every kid loves Legos,” said Will Gardner, an engineer for Boeing, which sponsored the Utah
Elementary Robotics event alongside National Instruments. “They’re young engineers looking
for a way to expand their engineering skills.”
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Through the Robotics Grudge Match, as with many other competitions throughout the day, the
intelligence and physics knowledge of the young competitors involved was evident in their
design and e��ort.

“At an elementary level, they only get 15 sessions to learn how to build a robot,” Gardner said.
“It’s fun to see a ��fth grader complete what used to be done in a college project.”
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